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Finite-element methodsNumerical simulations are used to evaluate the impact of adaptive meshes on the two-dimensional lock-
exchange ﬂow. In particular, the diapycnal mixing is quantiﬁed through calculation of the background
potential energy. The choice of metric, which guides the mesh adapt, is fundamental to the success of
an adaptive mesh simulation. The performance of different Hessian-based metrics is assessed and cases
that both outperform and underperform, compared to ﬁxed mesh simulations, are evaluated. The differ-
ences in performance result from the different forms of the metric and the extent to which smaller-scale
ﬂuctuations can inﬂuence the adapted mesh. The best performing metric produces levels of diapycnal
mixing that are comparable to high resolution ﬁxed mesh simulations that use one to two orders of mag-
nitude more mesh vertices. Comparison of the mixing with the numerical simulations of Özgökmen et al.
(2007) also demonstrates the validity of the adaptive mesh simulations.
 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. Open access under CC BY license.1. Introduction
The range of temporal and spatial scales of ocean ﬂows is vast,
differing from hours to centuries and metres to thousands of kilo-
metres. The ocean is also full of transient features that can change
in both size and/or location; examples include algal blooms, dense
water overﬂows and mesoscale eddies. In an ocean model how
much, when and where to place numerical resolution, both spatial
and temporal, must be considered and cannot necessarily be pre-
dicted a priori. Adaptive meshes, which coarsen or reﬁne depend-
ing on the evolution of the ﬂow, support efﬁcient use of available
computational resources and, in principle, do not require an exten-
sive a priori knowledge of the dynamics (e.g. Behrens, 1998; Jacobs
et al., 2013; Munday et al., 2010; Popinet and Rickard, 2007).
Using an adaptive mesh adds another layer of numerical com-
plexity to a model. The performance of such meshes and the impli-
cations for the computed ﬂow dynamics therefore require careful
consideration. Adaptive mesh techniques have been used relatively
widely in computational ﬂuid dynamics (Baker, 1997; Cao, 2005;
Frey and Alauzet, 2005; Remacle et al., 2005; Speares and Berzins,
1997; Venditti and Darmofal, 2003), with the use of adaptivemeshes in ocean modelling still under development (Piggott
et al., 2009). For structured meshes, studies include the application
and extension of a quadtree based adaptive structured mesh Na-
vier–Stokes solver (Gerris) to ocean ﬂows (Popinet and Rickard,
2007) and investigation of a general adaptive structured mesh tool
(Blayo and Debreu, 1999). For unstructured meshes, the studies
have focused predominantly on the shallow-water equations
(Behrens, 1998; Bernard et al., 2007; Remacle et al., 2006) with
limited applications in three dimensions (Munday et al., 2010; Pig-
gott et al., 2008; Power et al., 2006). Modelling ﬂows that involve
diapycnal mixing and demand good representation of both hori-
zontal and vertical dynamics presents an important extension for
unstructured adaptive mesh modelling. The lock-exchange pre-
sents an excellent test case with which to assess the potential for
the use of adaptive meshes in these types of system. It incorporates
simple boundary and initial conditions yet produces a complex
transient and turbulent ﬂow that includes diapycnal mixing.
The lock-exchange is a classic laboratory-scale ﬂuid dynamics
problem that has been the subject of many theoretical, experimen-
tal and numerical studies (e.g. Benjamin, 1968; Cantero et al.,
2007; Hallworth et al., 1996; Härtel et al., 2000; Keulegan, 1958;
Özgökmen et al., 2009a; Shin et al., 2004; Simpson, 1987) and
has been used previously in the assessment of non-hydrostatic
ocean models (Berntsen et al., 2006; Fringer et al., 2006). A ﬂat-
bottomed tank is separated into two sections by a vertical barrier.
One section, the lock, is ﬁlled with the source ﬂuid which is of
different density to the ambient ﬂuid that ﬁlls the second section.
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lighter. Two gravity currents form and propagate in opposite direc-
tions, one above the other, along the tank. Shear instabilities at the
interface between the source and ambient ﬂuid can result in the
formation of characteristic Kelvin–Helmholtz billows (or weaker
Holmboe waves) which lead to enhanced turbulence and mixing
(Holmboe, 1962; Simpson and Britter, 1979; Smyth et al., 1988;
Strang and Fernando, 2001; Thomas et al., 2003). This initial stage,
when the system is in the gravity current regime, is referred to
here as the propagation stage. Once the gravity current front(s)
reach the end wall, the system enters a different regime, with
the ﬂuid ‘sloshing’ back and forth across the tank, which is referred
to here as the oscillatory stage. In this stage the system is initially
turbulent, and shear instability, internal waves and interaction
with the end walls can all enhance mixing between the ﬂuids of
different densities. Eventually the system becomes less active
and the motion subsides. Mixing of the ﬂuid continues, but at a sig-
niﬁcantly slower rate than the previous two phases.
The accurate representation of diapycnal mixing in a numerical
model is a major challenge as the governing processes occur across
multiple scales and the cascade of energy can terminate at scales
well below those represented by the mesh resolution. In order to
represent these processes, parameterisations are commonly
employed (e.g. Özgökmen et al., 2009b; Xu et al., 2006). Whilst a
single constant value of the viscosity or diffusivity may be speciﬁed
in a numerical model (which can be considered the most basic form
of parameterisation), the discretisation method can introduce addi-
tional (positive or negative) numerical viscosity and/or diffusivity
which can result in too little or too much mixing (Grifﬁes et al.,
2000; Legg et al., 2008). It is important, therefore, to assess the rep-
resentation of the mixing in simulations that use adaptive meshes.
The two-dimensional lock-exchange is simulated with the
non-hydrostatic model, Fluidity-ICOM (Applied Modelling and
Computation Group, 2011). Fluidity-ICOM is a ﬁnite-element mod-
el that can use both structured and unstructured meshes and has
integrated adaptive mesh capabilities for use with unstructured
meshes. Simulations are performed here on both ﬁxed and adap-
tive meshes. The two-dimensional lock-exchange is considered
as, by neglecting the three-dimensional dynamics, complexity is
removed from the system, allowing the model effects to be studied
without the distraction of three-dimensional features and with a
smaller computational demand.
Previous ocean modelling studies that use adaptive meshes
have, for example, adapted the mesh to the vorticity ﬁeld, ﬁeld-
based Hessians, solution discontinuities or truncation errors
(Bernard et al., 2007; Blayo and Debreu, 1999; Munday et al.,
2010; O’Callaghan et al., 2010; Popinet and Rickard, 2007; Remacle
et al., 2005). More complex methods exist, in particular goal-based
techniques that utilise the model adjoint to form the metric (e.g.
Power et al., 2006; Venditti and Darmofal, 2003). These approaches
are particularly useful as they provide a robust estimate of the
error in a solution diagnostic but they require an adjoint to the for-
ward model. In Fluidity-ICOM, the meshes are adapted to selected
solution ﬁelds and information about the ﬁelds is incorporated into
an error metric via the Hessians of these ﬁelds. The metric also in-
cludes user-deﬁned solution ﬁeld weights. The speciﬁc form of the
metrics are such that they provide a bound for the interpolation er-
ror of the solution under a selected norm (e.g. Frey and Alauzet,
2005). The mesh is, therefore, adapted in an attempt to control this
error. In general, the ability of the adapted mesh to represent the
ﬂow will depend on the suitability of the error measure and, hence,
the metric formed.
Here, three Hessian-based metrics are considered: the absolute
metric, M1 (Frey and Alauzet, 2005), the relative metric, MR
(Castro-Díaz et al., 1997), and the p-metric with p ¼ 2, M2 (Chen
et al., 2007), which are derived from consideration of the L1,relative L1 and Lp norms of the interpolation error, respectively.
In relation to M1, MR includes a scaling by the local magnitude
of the ﬁeld and M2 a scaling by the determinant of the local
Hessian. A background potential energy diagnostic, which gives a
measure of the diapycnal mixing, is used to quantitatively assess
the simulations (Winters and D’Asaro, 1996). The Froude number
(non-dimensional front speed) is also discussed. This second diag-
nostic was used extensively in a previous assessment of adaptive
mesh Fluidity-ICOM simulations with the M1 metric (Hiester
et al., 2011). The investigation demonstrated that, in order to ob-
tain good performance of the adaptive mesh simulations compared
to the ﬁxed mesh benchmarks, a solution ﬁeld weight that varied
exponentially between the boundaries and domain interior was re-
quired. This demanded additional user input, which in this context,
it is preferable to minimise.
The two key issues to be addressed here are the performance of
the adaptive mesh simulations relative to those on a ﬁxed mesh
and the inﬂuence, if any, of the metric on the adaptive mesh
simulations. The paper is organised as follows: Sections 2 and 3
describe the physical lock-exchange set-up, Fluidity-ICOM and
the adaptive mesh techniques employed. Section 4 introduces
the diagnostics. Section 5 presents and discusses the results from
the numerical simulations, comparing them to one another and
previously published results. Finally, Section 6 closes with the
key conclusions of this work.
2. Physical set-up
2.1. Governing equations and parameters
The system is governed by the Navier-Stokes equations under
the Boussinesq approximation, a linear equation of state and the
thermal advection-diffusion equation:
@u
@t
þ u  ru ¼ rp q
q0
gkþr  ðmruÞ; ð1Þ
r  u ¼ 0; ð2Þ
q ¼ q0 þ Dq ¼ q0ð1 aðT  T0ÞÞ; ð3Þ
@T
@t
þ u  rT ¼ r  ðjTrTÞ; ð4Þ
with u ¼ ðu; v;wÞT : velocity, p: pressure, q: density, q0: background
density, g: acceleration due to gravity, m: kinematic viscosity, T:
temperature, T0: background temperature, jT : thermal diffusivity,
a: thermal expansion coefﬁcient and k ¼ ð0;0;1ÞT . The model con-
sidered here is two-dimensional and consequently variation in the
cross-stream (y) direction is neglected.
The diffusion term, r  ðjTrTÞ in Eq. (4), is neglected in the
Fluidity-ICOM simulations. However, the discretised system can
still act as if a diffusion term were present, leading to spurious dia-
pycnal mixing. This diffusion can be attributed to the numerics and
occurs because, fundamentally, the numerical solution is an
approximation to the true solution. It will be referred to here as
numerical diffusion and it is preferable to minimise its effect. By
removing the diffusion term, one level of parameterisation of the
system is removed. This allows the response of the ﬁxed and adap-
tive meshes and a comparison of the inherent numerical diffusion
to be made more readily without the need to distinguish between
diapycnal mixing due to parameterised diffusion and that inherent
in the system. Fixed and adaptive mesh simulations with the diffu-
sion term included were analysed in Hiester (2011) where the best
performing adaptive mesh simulations (the same as discussed
here) were found to perform as well as the second highest resolu-
tion ﬁxed mesh.
Table 1
Physical parameters for the lock-exchange set-up.
Gravitational acceleration g 10 m s2
Kinematic viscosity m ¼ mI 106Im2 s1
Thermal expansion coefﬁcient a 103 C1
Background temperature T0 0 C
Domain height H ¼ 2h 101 m
Reduced gravity g0 ¼ g Dqq0 ¼ gaDT 10
2 m s2
Buoyancy velocity ub ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
g0H
p
103=2 m s1
Grashof number
Gr ¼ h
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
g0h
p
m
 2 1:25 106
Buoyancy period Tb ¼ 2pN11 ¼ 2pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃg0=Hp 2p101=2 s
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values of Härtel et al. (2000) and Hiester et al. (2011). Note, when
(3) is substituted into (1), the buoyancy term q=q0gk becomes
ð1 aðT  T0ÞÞgk and hence buoyancy forcing due to the tempera-
ture perturbation is included but no value of q0 needs to be
speciﬁed.
2.2. The domain, boundary conditions and initial conditions
The domain is a two-dimensional rectangular box, 0 6 x 6 L,
L ¼ 0:8 m, 0 6 z 6 H, H ¼ 0:1 m. Initially, dense cold water, with
temperature perturbation T  T0 ¼ 0:5 C, ﬁlls one half of the do-
main, x < L=2, and light warm water, with temperature perturba-
tion T  T0 ¼ 0:5 C, ﬁlls the other half, xP L=2. At t ¼ 0 s,
u ¼ 0m s1 everywhere.
At the end walls, x ¼ 0, L, a free-slip, no normal ﬂow condition,
u ¼ 0 m s1, is applied. At the bottom boundary, z ¼ 0, a no-slip
condition, u ¼ 0m s1, is applied. At the top boundary, z ¼ H, a
free-slip, no normal ﬂow condition,w ¼ 0 m s1, is applied. Gravity
currents at both no-slip and free-slip boundaries can therefore be
considered in one simulation which is particularly useful for the
comparison of the Froude numbers, Section 5.3.
3. Computational approach
3.1. Discretisation
The velocity and pressure ﬁelds are discretised using a continu-
ous Galerkin ﬁnite-element formulation (Piggott et al., 2008, 2009).
Linear basis functions are used for both ﬁelds and the loss of LBB
stability is overcome through the use of a pressure ﬁlter (Piggott
et al., 2009). A node-centred control-volume advection scheme
with a Sweby limiter is used for discretisation of the temperature
ﬁeld (LeVeque, 2002; Sweby, 1984; Wilson, 2009). A semi-implicit,
Crank–Nicolson scheme is used to advance the equations in time,
with a time step of Dt ¼ 0:025 s and two non-linear Picard itera-
tions. For further details of these methods see the cited references
and references therein.
The simulations are run for 500 s. This allows both the propaga-
tion stage and the oscillatory stage to be simulated, Section 5.1. By
the end of the time period, the system is expected to reach a less
active state, with a signiﬁcantly reduced or near zero mixing rate,
Section 5.2 (Özgökmen et al., 2007). Time will be scaled by the
buoyancy period Tb ¼ 2pN11 , where N1 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
g0=H
p
is the buoyancy
frequency, Table 1 (Özgökmen et al., 2007); 500 s corresponds to
a scaled time of t=Tb ¼ 25:2.
3.2. Fixed meshes
The lock-exchange conﬁguration is run using four different
ﬁxed meshes. The meshes are generated with Gmsh (Geuzaineand Remacle, 2009). The meshes produced have triangular ele-
ments and are structured in both the horizontal and vertical,
Fig. 1. The ﬁxed meshes are distinguished by the length of an ele-
ment edge, jvj, in the horizontal and vertical with jvj ¼ 0:002,
0.0005, 0.00025 and 0.000125 m. The simulations that use each
of these meshes are labelled F-coarse, F-mid, F-high1 and F-high2,
respectively. The number of vertices in each mesh is given in
Table 2.
3.3. Adaptive meshes
The adaptive mesh capabilities in Fluidity-ICOM are for use
with unstructured meshes, Fig. 1 (Applied Modelling and Compu-
tation Group, 2011). The process used to adapt the mesh can be di-
vided into three main steps: metric formation, which determines
how to adapt the mesh; mesh optimisation, the process of altering
the mesh based upon the metric; and interpolation of the ﬁelds
from the pre- to post-adapt mesh. Each step will be introduced
separately, Sections 3.3.1, 3.3.2 and 3.3.3, respectively. Here, the
particular focus is on metric formation. In general, more informa-
tion can be found in Applied Modelling and Computation Group
(2011) and the cited references. It is also noted that Fluidity-ICOM
treats all input meshes in the same manner and uses an unstruc-
tured data structure to represent both structured and unstructured
meshes, hence the key distinction is between ﬁxed and adaptive
meshes.
3.3.1. Metric formation and criteria for adapting the mesh
In Fluidity-ICOM, a metric, represented by a symmetric positive
deﬁnite tensor, is constructed (George and Borouchaki, 1998). This
metric allows information about the system state to be contained
in a form that can be used to guide the mesh optimisation step,
Section 3.3.2. More speciﬁcally, given a metric, M, the aim of the
mesh optimisation step is to form a mesh, M, with edges, v, such
that
jjvjjM ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
vTMv
p
¼ 1; 8v 2M: ð5Þ
That is to say, all edges in the mesh have unit length when mea-
sured with respect to the metric, M. The metric can be viewed as
the continuous analogue of the mesh, describing both the shape
and size of the elements (Loseille and Alauzet, 2011a). The choice
of metric is, therefore, fundamental to the way in which the mesh
adapts and where mesh resolution will be placed.
Three metrics are considered here each of which is based on the
Hessian of a solution ﬁeld(s), H (matrix of second-order deriva-
tives), and a user-deﬁned weight, , that can vary spatially and/or
temporally. The form of each metric is motivated by interpolation
error theory and they are chosen such that, for the exact Hessian,
the metrics provide a bound for the interpolation error of the solu-
tion ﬁeld under a selected norm.
The ﬁrst metric, M1, is given by
M1ðxÞ ¼ jHðxÞjðxÞ ; ð6Þ
(e.g. Frey and Alauzet, 2005; Pain et al., 2001), where jHðxÞj is a
modiﬁed Hessian:
jHðxÞj ¼ QðxÞT jKðxÞjQðxÞ; jKðxÞjij ¼
jkiðxÞj i ¼ j
0 i – j

ð7Þ
with fkig the eigenvalues of the Hessian and Q the corresponding
matrix of normalised eigenvectors. Information about both the
magnitude and direction of the curvature of the ﬁeld is therefore in-
cluded, via jKj and Q, respectively, and facilitates the formation of
anisotropic elements. If this metric is used and the adaptivity crite-
ria, Eq. (5), is satisﬁed then, for an exact Hessian, a bound for the
Fig. 1. Example of a structured triangular mesh and an unstructured triangular mesh in a unit box.
Table 2
Number of vertices in the ﬁxed meshes with the horizontal and vertical element edge
length jvj.
jvj Vertices Reference
0.002 2:0451 104 F-coarse
0.0005 3:21801 105 F-mid
0.00025 1:283601 106 F-high1
0.000125 5:127201 106 F-high2
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norm (Frey and Alauzet, 2005). In practice, areas with a high curva-
ture of a ﬁeld (large second-order derivatives) and therefore larger
eigenvalues, will demand reﬁnement of the mesh, Eqs. (5)–(7).
Reducing the solution ﬁeld weight will also promote more mesh
reﬁnement. Conversely, lower curvature and/or a larger solution
ﬁeld weight will demand coarsening of the mesh.
The second metric, MR, has the form
MRðxÞ ¼ 1ðxÞ
jHðxÞj
maxðjf ðxÞj; fminÞ ¼
M1
maxðjf ðxÞj; fminÞ ; ð8Þ
(Castro-Díaz et al., 1997) is obtained through similar consideration
of a relative interpolation error, with fmin speciﬁed by the user to
avoid division by zero. The reﬁnement or coarsening of the mesh
is still guided by the curvature of the ﬁeld. However, a scaling by
the local magnitude of the ﬁeld is now included in the metric.
The ﬁnal metric is obtained by consideration of the interpola-
tion error in the Lp norm, p 2 ½1;1Þ. The general metric, denoted
Mp, has the form
MpðxÞ ¼ 1ðxÞ ðdetðjHðxÞjÞÞ
 12pþnjHðxÞj ¼ ðdetðjHðxÞjÞÞ 12pþnM1; ð9Þ
(Chen et al., 2007; Loseille and Alauzet, 2011b), where n is the spa-
tial dimension of the problem. Since det jHj ¼Qijkij, a scaling by a
measure of the magnitude of the curvature of the ﬁeld is included
in the metric. The extent to which det jHj inﬂuences the metric is
determined by the choice of p. As p is reduced, smaller scales are gi-
ven more weight in the metric and as a result are better represented
(Loseille and Alauzet, 2011b). In the limit p!1, M1 is recovered.
The work of Loseille and Alauzet (2011b) shows that the inﬂuence
of smaller scales in the metric rapidly decreases as p increases
and their good results for p ¼ 2 motivates the use of this value here.
Hence, the third and ﬁnal metric is given by
M2ðxÞ ¼ 1ðxÞ ðdetðjHðxÞjÞÞ
16jHðxÞj ¼ ðdetðjHðxÞjÞÞ16M1: ð10ÞIn Fluidity-ICOM, the user chooses which solution ﬁelds a met-
ric will be formed for and, therefore, which ﬁelds the mesh will
adapt to. If the user chooses to adapt to multiple solution ﬁelds,
a metric, Mf , is formed for each chosen solution ﬁeld, f. The ﬁnal
metric, M, is then obtained from a superposition of the metrics
for individual ﬁelds M ¼ TfMf (Castro-Díaz et al., 1997). The user
must also specify minimum and maximum edge lengths and this
information is included through a restriction on the eigenvalues
of jHj (e.g. Pain et al., 2001). In addition, the user can provide an
upper and/or lower bound on the number of mesh vertices. If the
adaptive algorithm is conﬁgured appropriately, this bound should
not be reached.
3.3.2. Mesh optimisation
Given a metric, the aim of the mesh optimisation step is to sat-
isfy the criteria, Eq. (5) and thereby optimise the mesh for the cur-
rent system state. The mesh is modiﬁed through a series of local
topological and geometrical operations which, in two dimensions
in Fluidity-ICOM, are performed using the algorithms of Vasilevskii
and Lipnikov (1999). The operations include edge-collapsing, edge-
splitting, edge-swapping and vertex-movement. More details and
diagrams can be found in Pain et al. (2001), Piggott et al. (2009)
and Vasilevskii and Lipnikov (1999).
3.3.3. Interpolation from the pre- to post-adapt mesh
Once the mesh optimisation stage has been performed, solution
ﬁelds have to be interpolated between the pre- and post-adapt
meshes. The interpolation methods available in Fluidity-ICOM fall
into two categories. The ﬁrst is referred to as consistent interpola-
tion (Applied Modelling and Computation Group, 2011). With this
method, for each vertex in the post-adapt mesh, the element in the
pre-adapt mesh in which it would be contained is identiﬁed. The
solution ﬁeld is then evaluated at the vertex in the post-adapt
mesh using the ﬁnite-element basis functions of the containing
element in the pre-adapt mesh. Consistent interpolation is
bounded (for linear basis functions) but is non-conservative and
is only well-deﬁned for continuous function spaces. The second
method uses the intersection of the pre- and post-adapt meshes
to form a supermesh. The ﬁelds are then interpolated via the
supermesh using Galerkin projection (Farrell et al., 2009; Farrell
and Maddison, 2011). By construction, it is conservative, but is
not necessarily bounded. Any overshoots or undershoots in the
solution ﬁeld that occur are corrected, essentially by diffusing
the deviation from boundedness. The diffusion introduced in this
approach is minimal when compared with consistent interpolation
Table 4
Solution ﬁeld weights used in the formation of MR ,
Eq. (8). The mesh is adapted every ten time steps.
u; v and T Reference
0.1 MR-loose
0.05 MR-mid
0.01 MR-tight
Table 5
Solution ﬁeld weights used in the formation of M2, Eq. (10). The mesh is adapted
every ten time steps. The M2-tight case has two values for T , the former is used at
earlier times and the latter for t=Tb > 1:76.
u v T Reference
0.0001 0.0001 0.002 M2-loose
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tive method will be referred to as bounded Galerkin projection.
Different methods for interpolation from the pre- to post-adapt
mesh have a less signiﬁcant impact on the adaptive mesh simula-
tions than that of the metric (Hiester et al., 2011; Hiester, 2011).
The majority of simulations presented here use consistent interpo-
lation for both the velocity and temperature ﬁelds as, for this
numerical conﬁguration, it provides a faster method than bounded
Galerkin projection (Hiester et al., 2011). The ﬁnal adaptive mesh
simulations considered for the comparison with Özgökmen et al.
(2007), Section 5.5, use consistent interpolation for the velocity
ﬁeld and bounded Galerkin projection for the temperature ﬁeld
as improved results for the initial set-up have been obtained with
this combination (with a reduction in the mixing of approximately
7% at later times, Hiester, 2011).0.00005 0.00005 0.0005 M2-mid
0.00005 0.00001 0.0005/0.000025 M2-tight3.3.4. Adaptive mesh parameters and solution ﬁeld weights
The meshes are adapted every ten time steps. This choice of
adapt frequency provides a balance between being sufﬁciently fre-
quent so as to prevent features propagating out of the regions of
higher mesh resolution and hence deteriorating the solution but
not so frequent as to notably increase the computational overhead
(cf. Hiester et al., 2011, and Section 3.4). The minimum and maxi-
mum edge lengths are set to 0.0001 m and 0.5 m, respectively and
the maximum number of vertices is set to 2 105, which is compa-
rable to the medium resolution ﬁxed mesh, Table 2.
The meshes are adapted to the horizontal velocity ﬁeld, vertical
velocity ﬁeld and the temperature ﬁeld with solution ﬁeld weights
denoted u, v and T , respectively. For M1 two sets of solution
ﬁeld weights are considered, Table 3, following the values of Hiest-
er et al. (2011). The ﬁrst set are spatially constant. The second set
has spatially constant values of v and T and a value of u that var-
ies exponentially in the vertical such that the value at the top and
bottom boundaries is two orders of magnitude smaller than that at
the centre of the domain, Table 3. This spatial variation is necessary
to obtain Froude numbers in adaptive mesh Fluidity-ICOM lock-ex-
change simulations with M1 that are in good agreement with high
resolution ﬁxed mesh and other published values (Hiester et al.,
2011). The simulations that use these adaptive mesh conﬁgura-
tions are denoted M1-const for constant solution ﬁeld weights
and M1-var for spatially varying solution ﬁeld weights.
For MR, simulations are run with weights of 0.1, 0.05 and 0.01
for temperature, horizontal velocity and vertical velocity. These
correspond to a 10%, 5% and 1% bound for the relative interpolation
error. In order to avoid division by zero fmin ¼ 1 105; Eq. (8). This
value determines the minimum value of the ﬁelds that will scale
the metric and is selected to allow a wide range for the velocity
and temperature ﬁelds. These combinations are summarised in Ta-
ble 4 and simulations that use these adaptive mesh conﬁgurations
are denoted MR-loose, MR-mid and MR-tight.
For M2, three sets of solution ﬁeld weights are tested. The ﬁrst
set, M2-loose, reﬂects the values used in the simulations with
M1, with the ratio of u to T remaining similar. Qualitative obser-
vation of simulation M2-loose shows a coarse mesh and a diffusive
solution. This motivates the formation of a second set of solutionTable 3
Solution ﬁeld weights used in the formation of M1 , Eq. (6). For the case M1-var, u
has an exponential variation in the vertical with u ¼ 0 þ ðH=2  0Þðe100z  1Þ=
ðe100H=2  1Þ for z 6 H=2 and 0 þ ðH=2  0Þðe100ðHzÞ  1Þ=ðe100H=2  1Þ for H=2 < z
where H=2 ¼ 0:001 and 0 ¼ 0:0001 (Hiester et al., 2011). The mesh is adapted every
ten time steps.
u v T Reference
0.001 0.001 0.025 M1-const
0.0001–0.001 0.001 0.025 M1-varﬁeld weights, M2-mid, with a reduction in size of u; v and T . Fi-
nally, analysis of the background potential energy and Froude
number diagnostics for the ﬁrst two sets motivates the testing of
a third set, M2-tight, with further reductions in the solution ﬁeld
weights. In this third set, the vertical velocity ﬁeld weight is re-
duced in order to determine if an increase in resolution can be ob-
tained at the free-slip boundary and, hence, an improvement in the
free-slip Froude number (cf. Hiester et al., 2011). The temperature
weight is also halved for t=Tb > 1:76 to determine whether this
leads to a further reduction in the diapycnal mixing at later times.
These combinations are summarised in Table 5.3.4. Comparison of computational cost
In general, the number of vertices in the mesh will be taken as a
gauge of the computational demand associated with a simulation.
It is considered an appropriate measure when comparing the ﬁxed
and adaptive mesh Fluidity-ICOM simulations. The number of ver-
tices is a useful measure of computational demand as it is machine
independent and also gives an indication of the size of the problem.
This does not account for the model scaling, either with the
number of vertices in serial or the number of processors (and the
number of vertices) in parallel. The run time of the simulation pre-
sents a measure of computational demand which incorporates
these effects and offers a complementary measure to the number
of vertices but is machine dependent and is not pursued here.1
The cost of the mesh adapt must also be considered. Fluidity-
ICOM adaptive mesh simulations of the lock-exchange that use
M1 with consistent interpolation require less time than one model
time step for metric formation, mesh optimisation and interpola-
tion (Hiester et al., 2011). If bounded Galerkin projection is used
the time required was found to increase to approximately two time
steps. Simulation M2-mid was also proﬁled as a part of this inves-
tigation and the mesh adapt required a similar proportion of time
to the simulations that use M1 (Hiester, 2011). In parallel, the
overhead of adaptivity is relatively small with the overall cost of
the adaptive step being dominated by the serial algorithm
(Gorman et al., 2009).4. Diagnostics
The background potential energy provides a measure of diapyc-
nal mixing and is the main diagnostic used for analysis here,1 Simulations were run at both the Imperial College High Performance Computing
ntre and the UK National Supercomputing Service, HECToR. The number of
rocessors used varied from 1 to 384.ce
p
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additional diagnostic comparison, Section 4.2.
4.1. Background potential energy
The background potential energy is the potential energy of the
minimum energy state (or reference state) that can be obtained
by adiabatic redistribution of the system (Winters et al., 1995;
Winters and D’Asaro, 1996). Most crucially, for a closed system,
changes to the reference state caused by diapycnal mixing corre-
spond to increases in the background potential energy (Winters
et al., 1995). Denoting the vertical coordinate in the reference state
z, the background potential energy, Eb, is given by
Eb ¼
Z
X
qgz dV ; ð11Þ
where X is the domain. z is calculated using the method of Tseng
and Ferziger (2001), where a probability density function is con-
structed for the density (or here temperature) ﬁeld and then inte-
grated to give z (cf. Hiester, 2011).
The background potential energy is decomposed further to ac-
count for changes in Eb that may occur due to non-conservation
of the ﬁelds through the use of a non-conservative advection
scheme and consistent interpolation. Following Ilıcak et al.
(2012), q and z are partitioned into a spatial mean and a perturba-
tion: q ¼ qþ q0 and z ¼ z þ z0, where
q ¼ 1
V
Z
X
qdV and z ¼ 1V
Z
X
z dV : ð12Þ
Eb then becomes
Eb ¼ gqz
Z
X
dV|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
Eb
þ g
Z
X
q0z0 dV|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
E0b
; ð13Þ
where Eb changes due to changes in mass and E
0
b changes due to dia-
pycnal mixing (Ilıcak et al., 2012).
The values will be presented as a change in E0b, normalised by
the initial value of Eb:
DE0bðsÞ
E0b
¼ E
0
bðsÞ  E0bðs ¼ 0Þ
Ebðs ¼ 0Þ ; ð14Þ
where s ¼ t=Tb or, for a closer analysis of the propagation stages,
s ¼ X=H with X the position of the no-slip front. It is noted that
whilst Eb depends on density and hence q0, as the values are norma-
lised, once again no value of q0 is required (cf. Section 2.1). The typ-
ical behaviour of the background potential energy is presented in
Section 5.2.
4.2. Froude number
The Froude number, Fr ¼ U=ub, is the ratio of the front speed, U,
to the buoyancy velocity, ub, Table 1. After an initial acceleration,
the gravity current fronts travel at a constant speed until the end
walls exert an inﬂuence or viscous forces begin to dominate (Can-
tero et al., 2007; Härtel et al., 1999; Huppert and Simpson, 1980).
As the span-averaged three-dimensional front speeds have compa-
rable values to two-dimensional values, the Froude number may
be compared between two-dimensional simulations and both
three-dimensional simulations and experiments (e.g. Cantero
et al., 2007; Härtel et al., 2000). High resolution ﬁxed mesh Fluid-
ity-ICOM simulations compare well with published values (Hiester
et al., 2011) and are used here as the benchmark for comparison.
The speeds with which the no-slip and free-slip fronts propagate
along the domain are calculated from the model output and areused to give the corresponding no-slip and free-slip Froude num-
bers (Hiester et al., 2011).5. Results
5.1. Qualitative results
The simulations exhibit dynamics that are typical of the lock-
exchange, Fig. 2. Two gravity currents form and propagate in oppo-
site directions along the tank with Kelvin–Helmholtz billows
developing at the interface. Once the gravity currents hit the end
walls they are reﬂected and the ﬂuid begins to ‘slosh’ back and
forth across the tank. In this second oscillatory regime, internal
waves and interaction with the end walls further increase the com-
plexity of the ﬂow. Subsequently, the system becomes increasingly
less active and the motion subsides.
The adaptive meshes coarsen or reﬁne according to the evolu-
tion of the ﬂow. During the propagation stages, the meshes reﬁne
along the boundaries, at the temperature interface and in and
around the billows, Figs. 3–5. The meshes generated via the differ-
ent metrics reﬁne or coarsen as would be expected. Simulations
that useM1 reﬁne in regions with the greatest curvature and coar-
sen elsewhere. Simulations that use MR also include reﬁnement in
regions where the magnitude of the ﬁelds is small. Finally, simula-
tions that use M2 reﬁne in the regions with the greatest curvature,
but also capture curvatures and hence features over a wider range
of scales. A user can, therefore, consider a priori which form of the
metric would be most suitable for the simulated system and the
dynamics to be represented.
The most obvious contrast between the meshes is for those pro-
duced withMR compared to those produced withM1 andM2. With
MR there are several regions where the mesh appears to be unnec-
essarily reﬁned leading to an increase in the number of vertices,
Fig. 6. These regions correspond to areas of the domain where
the velocity ﬁelds are near zero, Fig. 4. An increase of the parame-
ter fmin, which determines the minimum allowed value of the ﬁeld
by which the metric can be scaled, Eq. (8), would lead to a reduc-
tion in resolution in the regions where the velocity ﬁeld is near
zero and, for this case, where the mesh was unnecessarily reﬁned.
The temperature perturbation is zero at the interface and the in-
crease in resolution due to the smaller value of the ﬁeld in this re-
gion is more desirable.
The meshes produced with M2 place more resolution into and
around the Kelvin–Helmholtz billows, than those produced with
M1, Figs. 3 and 5. The latter also results in a coarser mesh in
regions of the domain further from the interface, which is again re-
ﬂected in the number of vertices in the mesh, Fig. 6. At later times,
as the interface becomes more diffuse and the system less active,
the simulations that use M2 retain more structure in the mesh.
There is also reﬁnement to a mid-resolution (i.e. not very coarse
or very ﬁne) over a greater area of the domain than for the simula-
tions with M1.
The adaptive meshes that use MR here have at least three to
four times more vertices in the mesh than the simulations with
M1 and M2 and reach the maximum number of vertices speciﬁed,
Fig. 6. As a result, the simulations that use MR were terminated
early due to the increased run times. All the adaptive mesh simu-
lations use fewer vertices than the middle resolution ﬁxed mesh
(F-mid, Table 2). Those simulations that use M1 and M2 have, in
general, a comparable number of vertices to the coarsest ﬁxed
mesh (F-coarse, Table 2), which is two orders of magnitude fewer
vertices than the highest resolution ﬁxed meshes considered, F-
high1 and F-high2, Table 2. The relative performance of the sim-
ulations is now considered with respect to the quantitative
diagnostics.
Fig. 2. Temperature distribution for the lock-exchange over scaled time, t=Tb , for the ﬁxed mesh simulation F-high1, Table 2. Both the early propagation stages (a), with
characteristic Kelvin–Helmholtz billows that enhance the diapycnal mixing, and the later oscillatory stages (b–f), during which the motion and diapycnal mixing diminish, are
presented. The other simulations, with both ﬁxed and adaptive meshes, present similar dynamics (not shown).
Fig. 3. Mesh at three scaled times, t=Tb , for adaptive mesh simulation M1-const,
Table 3. Mesh resolution is increased around features such as the Kelvin–Helmholtz
billows and the temperature interface. At later times, the mesh coarsens as the
temperature interface becomes more diffuse and the system less active. At
t=Tb ¼ 18:33 there is a thin region of increased resolution along the bottom
boundary where a thin layer of dense ﬂuid over run by the no-slip head begins to
rise as thin ﬁlaments into the lighter ﬂuid above. M1-var, Table 3, has a similar
distribution of mesh resolution in the interior of the domain and increased
resolution at the boundaries (not shown).
Fig. 4. Mesh (a,c) and vertical velocity, v (b), at scaled times, t=Tb , for adaptive mesh
simulation MR-mid, Table 4. Key features of the system are resolved by the mesh.
There is also increased resolution in regions where the magnitude of the ﬁelds is
small, even if the curvature is not large. Regions where the mesh is highly reﬁned
appear black in (a,c) due to the high density of mesh vertices. Other simulations
with MR have a similar distribution of mesh resolution (not shown).
Fig. 5. Mesh at three scaled times, t=Tb , for adaptive mesh simulation M2-mid,
Table 5. Key features of the system are resolved by the mesh, with increased
resolution in regions with both stronger and weaker curvature, for example ahead
of the no-slip front or around the temperature interface at later times. Other
simulations with M2 have a similar distribution of mesh resolution (not shown).
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5.2.1. Fixed mesh simulations
The ﬁxed mesh simulation F-high1 is used to demonstrate the
behaviour of the potential energy, kinetic energy and background
potential energy perturbation, Fig. 7. As the two gravity currents
form and propagate across the domain the potential energy de-
creases through exchange with the kinetic energy of the system
and loss to diapycnal mixing. The background potential energy
perturbation, E0b, increases as diapycnal mixing takes place. As
the fraction of the domain occupied by the gravity currents in-
creases and there is more diapycnal mixing along the lengthening
interface, E0b increases more rapidly. The free-slip and no-slip fronts
reach the end wall at t=Tb  1:25 and t=Tb  1:75, respectively. As
the currents run up against the end walls, the potential energy in-
creases, the kinetic energy decreases and the mixing rate (rate at
which E0b changes) continues to increase.
During the ﬁrst oscillation, t=Tb  3—7, the diapycnal mixing is
still vigorous and is further enhanced by internal waves and inter-
action with the end walls. During the second oscillation,
Fig. 6. Comparison of the number of vertices in the meshes over time for ﬁxed and adaptive mesh simulations, Tables 2–5. In (a) the number of vertices are over the total time
period, 0 < t=Tb < 25:2. However, for simulations that use MR , truncated ranges are used, with a maximum value t=Tb ¼ 15:1, as the simulations are terminated before
t=Tb ¼ 25:2 due to increased run times. Dashed lines representing the number of mesh vertices in the two coarsest ﬁxed meshes are also included. In (b) the variation of
selected adaptive mesh simulations are presented. For a given metric, the values for the other adaptive mesh simulations follow a similar pattern but with different
magnitudes. All of the adaptive mesh runs use fewer vertices than the second highest resolution ﬁxed mesh, F-mid, and most that use M1 or M2 are of a comparable
magnitude to the coarsest resolution ﬁxed mesh, F-coarse.
Fig. 7. Comparison of the scaled potential energy, Ep=Epð0Þ, Ep ¼
R
X qgzdV , the scaled kinetic energy, Ek=Epð0Þ, and the scaled background potential energy perturbation,
E0b=Ebð0Þ, over scaled time, t=Tb , for ﬁxed mesh simulation F-high1, Table 2. The values of Ep and Ek oscillate in accordance with the system. The value of E0b increases
corresponding to diapycnal mixing in the system. At later times, as the mixing subsides, E0b tends to a near constant value.
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Subsequently, the system becomes increasingly less active and
the diapycnal mixing subsides. While the potential energy and
kinetic energy oscillate in accordance with the system, the back-
ground potential energy perturbation constantly increases (or
tends to a near constant value) as diapycnal mixing continually oc-
curs within the system (or tends to zero), demonstrating the diag-
nostic utility of this quantity. Due to the reduction of the mixing
rate to zero (or near zero) the simulated time period (up to
t=Tb ¼ 25:2) is sufﬁcient to obtain a fair representation of the en-
hanced mixing behaviour of the system. Diapycnal mixing will
continue beyond this time at a signiﬁcantly reduced rate.
As the diffusion term is neglected here, the diapycnal mixing is
attributable to numerical diffusion. As the ﬁxed mesh resolutionincreases, the amount of diapycnal mixing decreases indicating
that the higher resolution meshes have a lower numerical diffu-
sion, Fig. 8. The ﬁxed mesh simulations provide a useful set of
benchmarks for comparison of the adaptive mesh simulations. As
all other numerical components of the model remain the same
for the ﬁxed and adaptive mesh simulations, the impact of the
adaptive mesh can also be focused on more readily.
5.2.2. Adaptive mesh simulations
During the propagation stages, the adaptive mesh simulations
reproduce the general mixing trends of the ﬁxed meshes, with an
increasing mixing rate as the gravity currents propagate further
across the domain, Fig. 8. With the exception of those that use
MR, the adaptive mesh simulations can present comparable mixing
Fig. 8. Comparison of the normalised change in the background potential energy perturbation, E0b , Eq. (13), for the ﬁxed and adaptive mesh simulations, Tables 2–5. On the
left the values are plotted with the scaled position of the no-slip front, X=H, for the propagation stages. On the right the values are plotted with scaled time, t=Tb , over all time.
The simulations that use MR are terminated early due to increased run times. The simulations that useM2 have the best performance, with trends most similar to the higher
resolution ﬁxed meshes and the least mixing compared to other adaptive meshes with comparable or larger numbers of mesh vertices, Fig. 6.
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magnitude more vertices in the mesh. During the oscillatory
stages, diapycnal mixing occurs in the simulations that use M1
and MR over all time resulting in a constantly increasing value of
E0b, whereas, for all but the coarsest ﬁxed mesh simulations, this
quantity tended to a near constant value.In general, the adaptive mesh simulations that use M2 perform
the best, Fig. 8. These simulations can produce trends that are the
most similar to that of the ﬁxed meshes, with a decrease in the
mixing rate at later times, and a comparable magnitude of E0b to
the ﬁxed meshes that have at least one order of magnitude more
vertices. The improved performance of simulations that use M2
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that obtained with M1 and MR. This is particularly evident at later
times, when the system is less active and the interface more dif-
fuse, leading to ﬁelds with weaker curvatures, Figs. 3 and 5. These
points are now considered in more detail, beginning with discus-
sion of the simulations that use M1, followed by those that use
MR and ﬁnally those that use M2.
During the propagation stages, the simulations that use M1,
M1-const andM1-var, have comparable levels of diapycnal mixing
to ﬁxed mesh simulations F-mid and F-high1, respectively, Fig. 8.
During the early oscillatory stages (2:5 < t=Tb < 5) the values of
E0b begin to increase above the ﬁxed mesh values and the number
of vertices begins to decrease, Fig. 6. Diapycnal mixing then contin-
ues at all times, unlike the higher resolution ﬁxed mesh cases. The
system dynamics and mesh behaviour are strongly coupled. During
the oscillatory stages, the system becomes less active, with the ki-
netic energy decreasing overall (not shown but similar to the trend
for F-high1 presented in Fig. 7) and the temperature ﬁeld becomes
more diffuse. This results in weaker curvature of the ﬁelds. As the
metrics returned withM1 will aim to focus resolution into regions
with high curvature, a coarser mesh is produced during these
stages, resulting in a higher numerical diffusion. This, in turn, fur-
ther increases the diapycnal mixing and damping of the dynamics,
again resulting in weaker curvatures, a coarser mesh and increased
numerical diffusion.
For the simulations that use MR, as the solution ﬁeld weights
decrease, the mixing decreases. The values of E0b obtained for MR-
tight are of the same magnitude as simulation M1-const for the
propagation stages and approximately 10–20% larger than M1-
var in the oscillatory stages. The number of vertices used in these
simulations increases signiﬁcantly (over 400% on average) com-
pared to the simulations that use M1 and reaches the maximum
number of mesh vertices speciﬁed for the adaptive mesh
(2 105), Fig. 6. Snapshots of the mesh suggest that the resolution
is not necessarily used effectively in the simulations withMR, lead-
ing to worse performance than the simulations that use M1. The
additional parameter fmin will inﬂuence the extent of the mesh
reﬁnement and, if increased, may be expected to result in meshes
with fewer vertices, potentially more appropriately placed. Fur-
thermore, increasing the maximum number of mesh vertices
may lead to more reﬁnement in critical regions and reduce the
mixing. However, the increased diapycnal mixing with increased
mesh resolution, when compared to simulations with M1, indi-
cates that this metric does not perform well for the lock-exchange
and further investigation of MR is not pursued here.
The simulations that use M2 perform the best of the adaptive
mesh simulations and, as for those that useMR andM1, have a de-
crease in diapycnal mixing as the solution ﬁeld weights decrease.
SimulationM2-loose uses a comparable number of vertices to sim-Fig. 9. Comparison of the Froude number, Fr ¼ U=ub , Table 1, at the no-slip and free-slip
represent the average Froude number and the vertical error bars represent the minimum
the mesh is an average over the period between the initial time and the time when the
maximum number of vertices in the time period. With the exception ofM1-const, the ada
the higher resolution ﬁxed mesh simulations.ulation M1-const and produces comparable or smaller values of
DE0b than simulation M1-const, Fig. 6.
During the propagation stages and the earlier oscillatory stages,
t=Tb < 10, the values of DE
0
b for simulation M2-mid fall between
those of the two highest resolution ﬁxed mesh simulations, F-
high1 and F-high2, Fig. 8. Subsequently, in simulation M2-mid,
the diapycnal mixing continues at a reduced rate with a trend that
is more similar to the ﬁxed mesh runs than the adaptive mesh sim-
ulations with M1 or MR, whilst using just over half the number of
vertices used in simulation M1-var and twice that of simulation
M1-const. The ﬁnal value of DE
0
b forM2-mid is the same as simula-
tion F-mid and approximately two-thirds the value for M1-var,
overall presenting a comparable level of diapycnal mixing to a
ﬁxed mesh with at least one order of magnitude more vertices
and a ﬁxed mesh with almost two orders of magnitude more ver-
tices at early times t=Tb < 10, when the system is more active and
the dynamics more complex.
ForM2-tight, the diapycnal mixing is reduced by approximately
10% compared to simulationM2-mid during the propagation stages
and uses approximately 250% the number of vertices used by sim-
ulationM2-mid. By the end of the time period, simulationM2-tight
has values of DE0b within 5% of the high resolution ﬁxed mesh sim-
ulation F-high1 whilst using one order of magnitude fewer verti-
ces. Simulation M2-tight therefore offers an improvement in E
0
b
over M2-mid but has an increased computational cost.
The diapycnal mixing behaviour and distribution of vertices
indicate that it is the ability ofM2 to increase resolution even when
the curvature is weaker that allows the improved representation of
the ﬁeld and the reduction in the diapycnal mixing. Snapshots of
the mesh for simulation M1-var and M2-mid show higher resolu-
tion of the billows, particularly at their centre, and also extending
away from the billow edges, Figs. 3 and 5. As the ﬂuid in the billow
begins to mix and the ﬁelds homogenise, the curvature of the ﬁelds
is reduced (particularly in the temperature ﬁeld). The smaller-scale
variations in the ﬁelds are not captured adequately in the simula-
tion withM1 but are given more weight in M2 and, hence, are bet-
ter represented. Furthermore, during the oscillatory stages, the
simulations that use M1 have much coarser resolution in the
majority of the domain than simulation M2-mid, Figs. 3 and 5. It
is not surprising, therefore, that simulation M2-mid behaves more
like the higher resolution ﬁxed meshes and demonstrates that M2
provides a better guide of where the mesh resolution is needed.
5.3. Froude number
The values of the no-slip and free-slip Froude number tend to
near constant values as the ﬁxed mesh resolution increases,
Fig. 9. The no-slip values for the two higher resolution simulations,
F-high1 and F-high2, are affected by the shedding of a billow at theboundaries for the ﬁxed and adaptive mesh simulations, Tables 2–5. The markers
and maximum values. For the adaptive mesh simulations, the number of vertices in
no-slip front reaches the end wall, with the horizontal error bar extending to the
ptive mesh simulations are able to produce Froude numbers that are comparable to
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deceleration of the front and is captured by the large error bars
for these values (cf. Hiester et al., 2011). For F-high2 only part of
the acceleration/deceleration occurs within the window over
which the values of Froude number are calculated and, therefore,
the average value is slightly over-estimated (Hiester, 2011).
The values of the Froude number for simulations with MR and
M2 show good agreement with the ﬁxed meshes and M1-var,
Fig. 9. Simulation M2-loose presents the best performance for the
Froude number diagnostic, compared to both the ﬁxed meshes
and other adaptive meshes. The next best performing adaptive
mesh simulation is M2-mid, followed by M1-var. Only simulation
M1-const signiﬁcantly under performs.
An increase in boundary resolution ahead of the gravity current
fronts can be seen in the mesh for simulations with M2 and MR,
Fig. 5. It is precisely this increase in resolution, in regions where
the curvature of the velocity ﬁelds is weaker, that is responsible
for the increase in Froude numbers in simulation M1-var com-
pared to simulation M1-const (Hiester et al., 2011). The region of
increased resolution in simulation M2-mid, for example, does not
extend as far and does not demand as much reﬁnement as in sim-
ulationM1-var, Figs. 3 and 5, but is sufﬁcient to obtain comparable
Froude numbers. The reduction in the number of vertices used in
simulation M2-mid compared to simulation M1-var suggests that
in the latter case more reﬁnement has occurred than was neces-
sary. Furthermore, with M2, the increase in resolution along the
boundary is achieved without the need for spatial variation of
the horizontal velocity weight, which, from the perspective of a
model user, is clearly desirable. Again it is the ability of simulations
withM2 to capture variations at a range of scales that facilitates the
improved performance.
5.4. Adaptive meshes with a constrained total number of mesh vertices
The adaptive mesh simulations discussed above are guided by
the metric, and the number of vertices in the mesh is essentially
unconstrained (in practice a maximum number of vertices is set
by the user, Section 3.3.4, and, here, the meshes produced with
M1 and M2 do not reach this maximum, Fig. 6). Simulations that
use different metrics (or even the same metric with different solu-
tion ﬁeld weights) can have both a different average mesh resolu-
tion and a different distribution of mesh resolution. In order to
separate the effects of these two factors, adaptive mesh simula-
tions with a constrained number of mesh vertices are investigated.
In these simulations, the number of mesh vertices is constrained by
setting an upper and lower bound for the number of vertices to
2:0451 104, the same as the number of vertices in the coarsestFig. 10. Comparison of the normalised change in the background potential energy pertur
without a constrained number of mesh vertices (solid and dashed lines, respectively),
solution ﬁeld weights are the same as the corresponding unconstrained case. In (a) the va
stages. In (b) the values are plotted with scaled time, t=Tb , over all time. The simulation
unconstrained cases.ﬁxed mesh, Table 2. The previously shown best performing M2
metric and, for comparison, the M1 metric are used with the solu-
tion ﬁeld weights as in simulations M1-const, M2-coarse and M2-
mid. The constrained simulations are denoted by an asterisk,
M1-const⁄, M2-coarse⁄ and M2-mid⁄, respectively. This set allows
comparison between both different metrics and different solution
ﬁeld weights. Note, the constraint on the number of mesh vertices
leads to a reduction in the number of vertices for M1-const⁄ and
M2-mid⁄ compared to M1-const and M2-mid and an increase for
M2-coarse⁄ compared to M2-coarse, Fig. 6.
The adapted mesh is subject to two constraints: the solution
ﬁeld weights and the bounds on the number of vertices. The adap-
tive mesh procedure adopted ﬁrst computes the metric according
to the solution ﬁeld weights, as for the case with the unconstrained
number of vertices. The metric is then scaled, if necessary, to coar-
sen or reﬁne so that the number of vertices lies above or below the
supplied lower or upper bound. This produces a mesh that at-
tempts to meet the solution ﬁeld weight criteria whilst satisfying
the vertex constraint.
The meshes produced look qualitatively similar to the cases
with an unconstrained number of vertices and the meshes for
M2-coarse⁄ and M2-mid⁄ have a very similar distribution (not
shown, cf. Figs. 3 and 5). The values of the background potential
energy perturbation are also comparable between the simulations
with M2, with a difference at the end of the simulated time period
of only 10% in the constrained case compared to approximately
50% in the unconstrained case, Figs. 8 and 10. Most crucially, once
again, both the background potential energy and Froude number
show improved performance with simulations that use M2 over
those that use M1, Figs. 10 and 11.
5.5. Comparison to published values
In Özgökmen et al. (2007), the two-dimensional lock-exchange
is used to investigate the performance of different sub-grid-scale
(SGS) models in large eddy simulations (LES) using a non-hydro-
static formulation. With this approach, the larger-scale eddies in
the ﬂow are computed and the SGS model represents the effect of
smaller-scale eddies. The SGS models are found to improve the re-
sults for a givenmesh resolution. As a part of the study, simulations
without the SGSmodels are performed at a range of resolutions and
the highest resolution values are taken as the benchmark solution.
Following Özgökmen et al. (2007), two Reynolds numbers
Re ¼ 2800 and 4300 are considered, where Re ¼ ubh=m, and ub is
the buoyancy velocity, h the domain half height and m ¼ mI is the
kinematic viscosity, cf. Table 1. A Prandtl number Pr ¼ 7 is used,
where Pr ¼ m=j, where j ¼ jI is the thermal diffusivity which isbation, E0b , Eq. (13), for ﬁxed and adaptive mesh simulations, the latter both with and
Tables 2, 3, 5, Section 5.4. For the constrained case, denoted with an asterisk, the
lues are plotted with the scaled position of the no-slip front, X=H, for the propagation
s that use M2 perform better than those that use M1 in both the constrained and
Fig. 11. Comparison of the Froude number, Fr ¼ U=ub , Table 1, at the no-slip and free-slip boundaries for the ﬁxed and adaptive mesh simulations, the latter both with and
without a constrained number of mesh vertices, Tables 2, 3, 5, Section 5.4. For the constrained case, denoted with an asterisk, the solution ﬁeld weights are the same as the
corresponding unconstrained case. For the adaptive mesh simulations, the number of vertices in the mesh, given on the x-axis, is an average over the period between the
initial time and the time when the no-slip front reaches the end wall, with the horizontal error bar extending to the maximum number of vertices in the time period. The
adaptive mesh simulations that use M2 are able to produce Froude numbers that are comparable to the higher resolution ﬁxed mesh simulations, whereas the simulations
that use M1 under perform.
Fig. 12. Comparison of the volume fraction of the domain that contains mixed ﬂuid over scaled time between Fluidity-ICOM adaptive mesh simulation M2-mid and
simulations of Özgökmen et al. (2007). V: volume of mixed ﬂuid, jXj: volume of the domain and t=Tb: scaled time. For the Fluidity-ICOM simulations, mixed ﬂuid is classiﬁed
as the ﬂuid with temperature 1=6 6 T < 1=6. The benchmark values (with no SGS models) from Özgökmen et al. (2007) are presented as lines and have the following
degrees of freedom: low-res2 1:08 104; mid-res1 7:68 104; mid-res2 1:728 105; high-res 2:7 105; and ultra-res 1:0404 106. The shaded area marks the range
of values for the LES simulations with the SGS closure that was found to perform the best across the different mesh resolutions. The Fluidity-ICOM adaptive mesh simulations
show good agreement with the Özgökmen et al. (2007) simulations and in particular the mid- to high-resolution benchmark values.
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ble 1 and the values of m and j are then determined from the values
of Re and Pr. The domain used is shortened to be 0.5 m long to
match the aspect ratio of 5 used in Özgökmen et al. (2007) and
the bottom boundary condition is also changed from a no-slip to
a free-slip, no normal ﬂow condition. The adaptive mesh solution
ﬁeld weights are as in simulation M2-mid, Table 5.
To quantitatively assess the diapycnal mixing in the ﬂow,
Özgökmen et al. (2007) divide the temperature ﬁeld into three
classes, light, mixed and heavy, and compare the volume fraction
of ﬂuid in each class. Here, the mixed class is compared
between the different simulations and, in the Fluidity-ICOM simu-
lations, corresponds to ﬂuid with temperature perturbation
1=6 6 T  T0 < 1=6, Fig. 12.
In general, the spread of values across resolutions and SGS
methods reported by Özgökmen et al. (2007) is larger for
Re ¼ 4300 than Re ¼ 2800. At Re ¼ 2800, the M2-mid mixed water
mass volume fractions behaves most like the (second) mid-resolu-
tion (1:728 105 degrees of freedom) benchmark case from
Özgökmen et al. (2007) with generally comparable or smaller val-
ues than this case. At Re ¼ 4300, the values for M2-mid are more
similar to the Özgökmen et al. (2007) high-resolution (2:7 105
degrees of freedom) benchmark case at early times and the Özgök-
men et al. (2007) ultra-resolution benchmark case (1:0404 106
degrees of freedom) at late times.
At Re ¼ 2800, M2-mid uses an average of 3:2 104 vertices
which increases to 4:3 104 vertices at Re ¼ 4300. In terms of de-
grees of freedom (which given the control volume discretisationfor temperature and P1 basis functions for pressure and velocity
is the equivalent to the number of vertices for the Fluidity-ICOM
simulations), this places M2-mid between the Özgökmen et al.
(2007) (second) low-resolution and (ﬁrst) mid-resolution bench-
mark simulations (1:08 104 and 7:68 104 degrees of freedom,
respectively). However, the M2-mid mixed water mass volume
fractions agree well with the higher resolution Özgökmen et al.
(2007) simulations which have one to two orders of magnitude
more degrees of freedom. This again highlights the good perfor-
mance of the adaptive mesh simulations that use the metric M2.6. Conclusions
Simulations of the two-dimensional lock-exchange performed
with Fluidity-ICOM on ﬁxed and adaptive meshes have been eval-
uated primarily by comparison of the diapycnal mixing quantiﬁed
through the background potential energy perturbation, Section 4.1.
The diffusion term is neglected and, therefore, any diffusion is con-
sidered numerical. Values from simulations on the ﬁxed meshes
are taken as the benchmark for comparison, with the diapycnal
mixing decreasing as the mesh resolution increases. The progress
of the system is categorised into two main stages: the propagation
stage, when the gravity currents travel across the domain, and the
subsequent oscillatory stage, where the ﬂuid ‘sloshes’ back and
forth across the domain, Fig. 2.
Four different resolution ﬁxed meshes are considered with
horizontal and vertical element edge lengths jvj = 0.002, 0.0005,
42 H.R. Hiester et al. / Ocean Modelling 73 (2014) 30–440.00025 and 0.000125 and are labelled F-coarse, F-mid, F-high1
and F-high2, respectively, Table 2. Three different forms of the
metric, which guides the mesh adapt, are investigated: the abso-
lute metric, M1, Eq. (6), the relative metric, MR, Eq. (8), and the
p-metric (with p ¼ 2), M2, Eq. (10) (Chen et al., 2007; Castro-Díaz
et al., 1997; Frey and Alauzet, 2005). All meshes adapt to the tem-
perature, horizontal velocity and vertical velocity, Tables 3–5.
The simulations capture the key dynamics of the lock-exchange,
including propagation of the fronts, Kelvin–Helmholtz billows and
turbulent mixing. The adaptive mesh simulations with M1 and M2
use, in general, a comparable number of vertices to the coarsest
resolution ﬁxed mesh, F-coarse, and one to two orders of magni-
tude fewer vertices than F-high1 and F-high2, Fig. 8. The number
of vertices for simulations that useMR is more comparable to ﬁxed
mesh simulation F-mid.
The simulations that use M2 produce the best performance,
Fig. 8. The diapycnal mixing is comparable to the highest resolu-
tion ﬁxed meshes (F-high1 and F-high2) during the propagation
stage and more active part of the oscillatory stage (t=Tb < 10). Dur-
ing the later stages, the values of the background potential energy
perturbation tend towards those of the middle resolution ﬁxed
mesh, F-mid. The simulations that useM1 produce variable perfor-
mance with respect to the mixing diagnostics. The simulation that
uses M1 with a spatially varying solution ﬁeld weight has compa-
rable levels of diapycnal mixing to the ﬁxed mesh simulation F-
high1 during the propagation stage. During the oscillatory stage
the simulations with M1 exhibit more diapycnal mixing than the
higher resolution ﬁxed meshes and continue to mix at all times.
The simulations with MR do not offer an improvement over the
simulations with M1 or M2 and use at least 1.5–2 times as many
vertices, Fig. 6. Comparison of adaptive mesh simulations with a
constrained number of mesh vertices further demonstrate the im-
proved performance with M2, Figs. 10 and 11.
The weighting given to the smaller-scale ﬂuctuations with M2
facilitates the formation of a more appropriate mesh, Fig. 5. This
leads to improved representation of the Kelvin–Helmholtz billows
during the propagation stage and of the interface during the oscil-
latory stage and hence better representation of the diapycnal mix-
ing. During the oscillatory stages, due to the diapycnal mixing, the
curvature in the temperature ﬁeld is not as large and the system
also becomes less active. This leads to a coarsening of the mesh
withM1, which tends to favour the strongest variations, and an in-
crease in numerical diffusion, Figs. 3 and 8. A reduction in the solu-
tion ﬁeld weights at later times would require additional user
intervention but has the potential to improve performance of the
simulations with M1 as the system evolves.
WithMR, the mesh is found to reﬁne unnecessarily in regions of
the domain where the velocity ﬁelds are near zero, Fig. 4. The tem-
perature ﬁeld, however, has near zero values at or near the inter-
face, where resolution is required. The successful use of scaling
by the local ﬁeld value is, therefore, highly problem and ﬁeld
dependent. Using the global maximum or average of the magni-
tude of the ﬁeld to scale the Hessian offers an alternative form of
MR that has the potential to be utilised effectively in scenarios
where an initially active ﬂow diminishes over time. However, in
the current form, the use of MR is not appropriate for the lock-
exchange.
The Froude numbers for the adaptive mesh simulations are also
calculated. With the exception of simulation M1-const which uses
M1 with spatially constant solution ﬁeld weights, the values are
found to be in good agreement with the higher resolution ﬁxed
meshes and hence published values Fig. 9 (Hiester et al., 2011).
With simulations that useM2 andMR this is achieved with no need
for user-deﬁned spatial variation of the solution ﬁeld weights. Fur-
thermore, simulations with M2 in the lock-exchange conﬁguration
of Özgökmen et al. (2007), show good agreement between theFluidity-ICOM mixing bin values and those from Özgökmen et al.
(2007), Fig. 12.
The value p ¼ 2 for the Mp metric is found to work well. The
successful use of M2 demonstrated here builds on the good results
obtained withM2 in Loseille and Alauzet (2011b) by extension to a
turbulent and time-varying ﬂow. A smaller value of pwould lead to
a more equal weighting between the smaller- and larger-scale ﬂuc-
tuations and a more uniformmesh would be expected (Loseille and
Alauzet, 2011b). Conversely, as p increases, the larger-scale ﬂuctu-
ations will become increasingly dominant and the meshes pro-
duced will become more like those for the M1 case (Loseille and
Alauzet, 2011b). The ability to capture a range of scales will also
be useful for modelling of the lock-exchange in three dimensions,
where the lobe and cleft instability adds to the complexity of the
ﬂow. The extension to three dimensions offers an important and
tractable avenue for future investigation which also presents the
opportunity for more extensive comparison to published results
from other types of model e.g. Özgökmen et al. (2009a,b).
Whilst there are many other factors which will affect the efﬁ-
ciency of the individual models, such as the discretisation method,
the adaptive meshes are able to produce ﬂow characteristics that
are equivalent to ﬁxed meshes with one to two orders of magni-
tude more vertices (or degrees of freedom). This reduction in the
number of vertices presents a signiﬁcant improvement in the
efﬁciency of the simulation for the ﬁnite-element discretisation
method and numerical conﬁguration used here. Such decreases
in computational demand are not limited to the discretisation
method and mesh structure considered here with, for example,
80% efﬁciency gains for the lock-exchange problem using a quad-
tree ﬁnite-volume discretisation reported in O’Callaghan et al.
(2010). In addition, the reduction in computational demand with
the use of adaptive meshes can provide an offset against the inher-
ent increased cost of, for example, a ﬁnite-element discretisation
method on an unstructured mesh compared to a ﬁnite-difference
model on a structured mesh.
The performance of the adaptive mesh is highly dependent on
the choice of metric. Changing the adaptive mesh settings can
and will change the solution, particularly for a turbulent system
such as the lock-exchange. However, the impact is not necessarily
any greater than changing the discretisation method or the resolu-
tion of a ﬁxed mesh. The effective use of an adaptive mesh with the
simple metrics used here demands consideration of the problem to
which it is applied and preliminary test simulations to obtain an
appropriate set of solution ﬁeld weights. The ability of the simula-
tions that use M2 to capture the dynamics of the lock-exchange in
both the propagation stages and the oscillatory stages offers a
promising outlook for the application of this metric to other ﬂow
regimes. There is clear potential for the utilisation of adaptive
meshes in ocean modelling and this work provides further progress
towards facilitating the wider use of adaptive meshes in this ﬁeld.
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